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This issue provides inspiring reports of family medicine during the Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic and the provision of just-in-time COVID-19 information for clinicians. Conversely, burnout – yes or no? The issue includes information that suggests the negative effects of social determinants are related to America’s system of paying for medical care. The announcement of the availability of an on-line archive of the official first journal of family medicine gives us the chance to acclaim Dr. Geyman, who started the Journal of Family Practice and was the first editor of this journal. And, as usual, there is more! (J Am Board Fam Med 2021;34:459–461.)

Everything COVID, Including Clinician Burnout

In bellwether Bronx NY in 2020, and in less than 3 months, the Department of Family and Social Medicine at Montefiore (Bronx NY) cared for almost 300 patients hospitalized with Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19; see my added reference). Dr. Flateau and coauthors’ chronicle their amazing feat, including changes in inpatient and outpatient care, while also caring for the well-being of their health care workers. Their simultaneously stunning, heartwarming, and sorrowful narrative demonstrate how our discipline has risen to overcome this ongoing challenge.

In addition, for the bulk of family physicians who needed quick and immediate education on caring for the multiple aspects of COVID-19 illness, Leggott et al describe Colorado’s quick set-up of a community-connected “Just-in-Time” ECHO (Extension for Community Health Outcomes) program to enhance COVID-19 care. This program focused on training, connecting, and supporting primary care practices in the state – another inspiring feat in a time of a pandemic.

COVID-19 continues to significantly impact medical offices. Filippi et al, with the American Academy of Family Physician’s Research Network, report the main concerns by week for family physician practices early in the pandemic. COVID-19 itself is not the only concern for practices; other concerns include lack of availability and uptake of COVID-19 vaccines. Before vaccines were available in the United States, Parente et al surveyed employees and trainees in a health system about willingness to take COVID-19 vaccines. About 4 in 10 intended to delay or avoid the vaccines. Reasons are reported by level of education, race, and other factors. Of note, those who identified as ‘black’ were less than 1 in 5 as likely as the group to accept this vaccine.

Careful, COVID-19 is not the only serious illness during this pandemic. COVID-19 illness certainly also reminds us of issues with cardiac defibrillators at the end-of-life. COVID-19 illness takes its toll on both patients and caregivers. O’Dwyer et al found that the COVID-19 epidemic takes a similar toll – particularly emotionally – for those patients with either serious COVID or serious non-COVID-19 illness. Kansas family physicians who cared for COVID-19 patients reported more burnout than those who did not, a rate that was also slightly higher than reported pre-pandemic. One could guess that loneliness might increase during COVID-19 times, and loneliness is associated with higher levels of burnout, as found in a large pre-pandemic survey of family physicians. Further, is burnout associated with poor care? Haag et al found that family physicians working collaboratively with pharmacists
reported less emotional exhaustion which could be a helpful hint, during pandemic times or not.

“Costs” of Providing Patient-Centered Care in the United States
Spending money on medication for chronic illness rather than covering the costs of basic needs sounds like a recipe for a circular disaster. Meeting fewer basic needs must translate into worse health that may then mean the need for more medicine. Rohatgi et al12 provide data to support this circular spiral into worsened health. This exemplifies the negative results of the American style of paying for medical care.

The American model for Medicaid is also sadly disproportionately influential on access to medical care. Medicaid patients face longer times to first appointment for routine or urgent needs than those with other insurance.13 Some types of organizations were more likely to have longer wait times to appointment than others.

Once again, it is shown that providing more resources to assist patients (in this case, patients with diabetes) can show impressive improvements.14 The authors provide a helpful description for their full program so others could replicate it. Yet, in the US health system funding is inadequate to provide all the resources necessary for the wide replication of this program. Key quote from Berdahl et al15 “Program administrators for quality measurement and pay-for-performance programs should explore new ways to reward primary care physicians (PCPs) for providing outstanding patient-centered care.” We agree! The full article provides more context to support efforts to improve your institution’s program.

Our learners similarly experience these costs. The debt of family medicine residents has sadly continued to grow greater than inflation.16

Potpourri
Radon exposure is a clear risk for cancer.17 In 1 high-risk area, Schwartz et al asked physicians about their routine for asking about radon, and whether they personally have radon detectors. Many people remain at risk, particularly those with fewer resources. The cost of detection is low, the cost of mediation is high.

In a study of action plan quality for diabetes care, Kjaer et al18 found the quality was moderately high, but less adequate action planning was developed for those of lower literacy or higher social risk. Some plans lacked the level of specificity that would help ensure the likelihood of plan adherence.

Over 9 years and data from 12,000 initial visits for chronic musculoskeletal pain, very few patients were screened for depression.19 Family physicians saw the most patients and ordered less testing overall than other specialties. Nonwhite race and Medicaid insurance were associated with more depression screening – in this case, that means better care, which may be unexpected. More specific data are found in the article. Overall, our summary: too little depression screening, too many other tests.

Quitting can be so difficult to do. Quitting tobacco, alcohol, drugs, and . . . even health screening that is as easy as writing an order and getting blood drawn! Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) tests are 1 of the tests that are quite overordered for some patients, underordered by others, and often continued for older patients where its usefulness is limited. Overall, PSA testing is overordered for men over age 70.20 This report from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention identifies specific geographic areas that continue with the most excessive rates of ordering, seems like PSA testing is also contagious.

The NEW ONLINE Archives of the Journal of Family Practice and Dr. Geyman as Twice over Founding Editor
The history of building the literature and research base of the practice of family medicine is not only chronicled, it has now become AVAILABLE! Many thanks go to Dr. Green and coauthors21 for their finalization of a long-term goal – the online electronic availability of the articles in the original academic family medicine journal in the United States, the Journal of Family Practice (JFP). Gratitude must also go to the American Board of Family Medicine Foundation for their support of the effort. This effort for academic journals is reinforced by the article of Phillips et al22 who found that 9 in 10 family medicine clinicians reported accessing family medicine journals for general health care research and 4 in 10 did so weekly.

We have all been the recipient of the amazing work done by the modest Dr. Geyman, the founding
editor of both JFP and later the Journal of the American Board Family Practice, later renamed the Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine. We are pleased that he agreed to write some personal reflections on the JFP’s beginning and its role in the development of family medicine.23 His story of starting as a general practitioner in rural practice to a developer of 1 of the first family medicine residencies, to later becoming a flying commuter (yes, piloting his personal airplane) to continue his editing with this journal inspires the editors and editorial board and the family medicine community. Thank you.

To see this article online, please go to: http://jabfm.org/content/34/3/459.full.
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